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§ I. Introduction. 

As is well-known, the various physical properties of semiconductors 
are essentially determined by the existence of the so-called quasi-atomic 
states in the forbidden region of energy band system characteristic for the 
body crystal. Since the lattice imperfections due to the inclusion of foreign 
atoms and stoichiometric excess-atoms, the internal cracks within the crystals 
or other mechanism may be considered to become r:ossible origins which 
give rise to the mentioned quasi-atomic states, the consistent, theoretical 
attack of semiconductors wiII be necessarily confronted ·with a difficult 
problem of treating mathematically the imperfect crystals, while in the 
perfect crystals the method of solusion of Schrodinger wave equation is 
well known to be much simplified owing to the periodicity and symmetry 
valid within the perfect crystals. In addition to the mentioned theoretical 
difficulty in solving the wave equation of the imperfect crystal, the vast 
experimental investigations of the physical properties of semiconductors 
reveal that even the experimental data of the same kind of semiconductors 
are always at variance with each other, showing the sensitive dependencies 
of the materials upon the experimental method of preparations. Such. ex
perimental difficulties to get the precise reproduction of the materials with 

consistent physical propel ties will become serious obstacles for proceeding 
the reliable physical considerations of the semiconductors. 

In view of the above situations both theoretical and experimental, 
therefore, it seems to be more enlightened at the present stage of the theory 
that the particularly simple semiconductors with reliable and systematic 
experimental data shall be thoroughly worked out theoretically in order to 

* Read in the annual meeting of Physical Society of Japan, held at Kyo 0 University, on 

May 21, 1948. 
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182 T, MUTO. 

find a suitable method of approximation for solving the quasi-atomic states 
characteristic for semiconductors and then the theoretical method obtained 
shall be extended to those of the more complicated semiconductors acces
sible in both pure and applied fields of atomic physics. From the standpoint 
mentioned above, we shall here take the coloured alkali halide crystals 
which have been worked out experimentally by the systematic observations 
of Pohl and his coworkers, von Hippel and others.(l) According to the ex
perimental investigations the colour-center, i.e., F -center responsible for the 
selective absorption of light and the colouration of the crystals may be 
considered to be typical ones of the mentioned quasi.,atomic states whithin 
semiconductors. In Part I we shall work theoretically the detailed structure 
of F-absol"ption band peculiar to the alkali-halide crystals in connection with 
its temperature effect, and in Part II the general theory of trapped electrons 
within the quasi-atomic ·states of semiconductors shall be developed. The 
quantitative application of the general theory to the F-centers of NaCl 
crystal shall be attempted to do in comparison with the experimental 
observations in Part III. 

§ 2. A Model tor F.center. 

According to the detailed theoretical considerations(2) of all the avail
able experimental results on coloured alkali halides, the F-centers, fOlmed 
by heat treatment in alkali vapour and X-rays or cathode rays bombard
ments, should be considered to be trapped electrons attached to negative 
ion vacancies within alkali halides: which model was first proposed by de 
Boer(3) who suggested that when the alkali halides are heated in the pre
sence of alkali metal vapour, halogen ions diffuse to the surface of the 
crystal and combine with the atoms of the vapour to form new layers of 
lattice. The valence electron initially attached to the alkali metal atoms 
wander into the crystal and become attached to the negative ion vacancies. 
According to this picture, therefore, the F -' centers responsible for the longer 
wave length absorption of the crystal consist of vacancies to which two 

t 
VCr) 

Fig. 1 

electrons are attached. We shallre-
present the essential features of the 
mentioned model schematically in 
Fig. 1, in which one dimensional 
variation of the potential energy is 
drawn in the neighbourhood of 
negative ion missing point. Al
though Imch a model has been 
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Tocor,)' of F·cent~YS of Coloured Alkali Halide Crystals. 183 

theoretically worked by Tibbs(4}. his method of approximation to the F-center 
seems to be oversimplified and disagreeable in comparison with the reliable 
experimental results, the criticism and improvement of which shall be carried 
out in Part II and III of the present paper. 

§ 3. Stationary States of Trapped Electron System whitbin 
F·center together with Thermal Vibrations of Lattice. 

In the following computation it has been assumed that the F -centers 
are dilutely distributed within the crystal, the mutual interactions between 
two or more F-centers being neglected approximately.* In such case each 
of the F -centers involved may be considered to behave independently with 
each other. For simplicity, therefore, it will be permissible to take the 
system consisting of one F-certter within the crystal and sum up the con
tributions from F-center in order to get the total effect of the phenomena 
concerned. 

Now the wave equation of such a system representing the F-center is 
written as 

(1) 

in which m denotes the electron mass, M). the ion mass situated at a lattice 
.... 

point specified by radius vector EM n Planck's constant divided by 2,.-, b-
and 6). represent Laplacian operators with respect to electronic and ionic 
coordinates respectively. The first and second terms express kinetic energy 
operators of electron and ions, the third the interaction energies between 
electron and ions and the forth the interaction energies between ions speci
fied by the suffices. The dash attached to the summation means the 
elimination of the contribution from the missing lattice point in the neigh
bourhood of the F-center involved. 

According to the adiabatic approximation(5) in the theory of molecular 
structure, the wave equation (1) may be separated into the electronic wave 

* Complex centers consisted of two or more F-centers and lattice vacancies have been dis
cussed theoretically by F. Seitz with a special reference to Molnar'S new absorption band in KCI 
coloured by X-ray illumination, the electronic stmcture of which has been worked quantum
theOTetically by the author from the :modem view of ~olid, 
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184 T. MUTO 

..,. 
equation with nuclear parameter Il;. ancI that of lattice vibration system as 
·follows. 

Putting. 
-+-+ ...... +.-..)- -)0 -+-+ ~ 

lJf (I', Ill, R~: "" .. )=S6(r; IlJJ ...... ) ·'l/(l(,I' ...... )=.==S/{J·; R;.)v(R).), 
(2) 

we obtain, after a conventional l'C<lrxangement, 

and 

- if LJ' ~.6.Av+EecR).)v=Ev+ 1£2 2J~J¢6.).S"dl-:'V 
2 ), 111;. 2 ), M;.. 

(4) 

for electronic and ionic motions respectively. The second term on the 
right hanel side of (4) represents the direct coupling between the 
electronic motion and lattice vibration which may be approximately neglected 
except for the high excitation of lattice vibrations. 

The equilibrium configuration of the lattice may be determined, as 
usual, by the following minimum conditions, 

aEe _ aEe, _ aEe _ (.r;) 
---------0 i=1,2, ... 1., ... , " 
aRi < aRty aRi • 

which may be considered to give rise to some distortion of lattice con
figuration in the neighbourhood of the vacancy. The expansion of the 

-> 

electronic energy Ee( R) near the equilibrium configuration leads to 
..,. ..,. 1 

Ee(R).) =Ee(R).o) +-"- 2J f;'X,P.lI1t;."lI[J.y+ (1Ee, (6) 
2 ).x,p'y 

-> 
111 which l().o specifics the equilibrium configuration of lattice, 11;. =R).x-R)':rlll 
etc. the displacements of the lattice points from the equilibrium position and 

/).r,[J.Y= (a·?~"e/aR)..<aR[J.y)R.A=R.).o· 
Neglecting the higher order term OE" with respect to displacement -. 

vectors 'It).. for low excitation of lattice vibration, the Hamiltonian of (4) 
leads to 

. i'P 1 1 .-> 
I£= -~2J u 6.),+~ 2J Ax,[J.y lI)."up.y+E (R}.,o). (7) 

2 )" ,LYI).. 2 ).",[J.1I 

which may be writted as lJstlal(G) 

* The tJ.\eoretical di~cussion pf the electronic motion near the vacancy shall be carried out 
ill :rart II. 
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n -'"'( 1 p2' lVl ~ .2)+Ee(1~ ) -.LJ -- .q ;--- lVg:tq -f i-).o, 
lJ 2111' 2 

(7') 

through the linear transformation to the nomal coordinates x q• q specifies 
each mode of normal vibrations with a wave numbcr vector and a polariza
tion, (ofj its circular frequency dependent upon the curvature ncar the cquil-

.... 
ibrium of hypersurface of energy Ee(R}.) ill configuratiOl1;1l space, .M 
represents approximately the total mass or reduced mass of ion pairs 
according to whether it belongs to elastic branch or ol)tical one of lattice 
vibration. 

Thus, we have, (or the approximate solutions of the total system (1), 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

respectively, wherc Ng expresses thc number of lattice quanta, lUi" and 01[1' 

the correction terms of higher order, vq(Xq) stands for the eigenfunction of 
linear oscillator, being expressed by Hermite polynomials. 

§ 4. Intensity Distribution of F.Absorption Bands. 

According to the general theory in quantum mechanics,<7)we get, for 
the intensity of light absorption due to dipole radiation, 

S(v) = - v Xi! .fo(v) , 471"2 ( (;2 ) 1-4- 12 
3 lie 

(10) 

-4-
in which IXifj2=!%ijj2+ I J!_iJ1z+ I Z'U\2 represents the square-magnitude of the 
coordinatc matrix element associated with the transition i to j, v the fre
quency of radiation and fo(v) the intensity of incident radiation. Using (9), 
the transition matrix clement may be writtcd as 

-4- .... ~ -'>- -)-~ .... 

jXifI2=lf¢*(,r; B}.o) XtjJ' ('I' ; R}.O')drF· HIlzJ(x,,)Ilv'(z/)dxqI2 
'1 fj 

(11) 

where the quantities with and without dashes belong to the final and initial 
states respectively. 

In accordance with the electronic excitatio"n in the final state, thc 
-'>-

energy surface Ee(R).) and thus the equilibrium positions of lattice points 
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186 T. MUTO 

are generally changed into the new ones, which situation leads to the 
changes of normal vibration frequencies lUg and the normal coordinates Xg 

respectively. 
It, therefore, follows; 

{v,} (f l.",ILY) =Wq(/J.",ILY) +' l::,.(J)g (12) 
and 

(13)* 
~ ~ ~ -+ -> 

in which u').='l.t)..- l::,.BJ.o B1.o+ L:::,.B). denoting the changed position vector 
of the lattice point A. When L:::,.R;. are sufficiently small compared with 

R1.o. the following relations are easily shown to be valid approximately. 
- -+ _ .. 

l::,.::rg-C-t!2 :Y.Jl::,.B), .eg.cos(q.1), 
), 

in which G3 expresses the total number of atoms involved in the crystal ... 
and eq the polarization unit vector of q-th normal vibration. 

In the following computation it has been reasonably supposed that 
j L:::,.cvq!/lVg and L:::,.::rq are of small quantities, with respect to which the ex
pansion of the eigenflinctions of the normal modes of vibrations shall be 
carried out. 

Namely, W~ l1ave, to a second order of approximation. 

( ..;~ )1/2 
V' (Xq') = ~~ . exp( -u.'x,}2j2)HN,( v-;;r%.g'), 

2Nq' N'g! 9 

,_ MlV,} 
a---

-Ii 

=[7JN '(Xq) + v2N!' l::,.~.v]n-l::r'g) + 
• • g 

.• fIlT/(Ng' -1)' A~2'VN/_2(::rq)} (1-~l::,.~+ ; (~·-1)l::,.e2). 

in which 
(14) 

VN/Xq) =( -~~~2T)l'exp( ~(JXg~j2)HNl( .~./;; Xg)-, a= ~Vq } 

,.. ./
~='Ya,;tg' 

l::,.~= ,\/(7" Axg+ ,v;;( ~~t)gq -t( ~:gq ») xg+ ,.,;;: L:::,.Xg L:::..cvq 
2cvg 

(15) 

* Although ~Xq will be dependent upon ,xq from the general point of view, it is tentatively 
snpposed, for simplicity, that ~Xq do not depend upon Xq but only upon (/ which specifies each 
normal mode of vibrations. 
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Theory of P~cCltters 0/ Coloured A/kalz Halide Crystats. 187 

. I • l' 1 (1::,lOq)2 
-v (Ng-2)(Ng-l)N'l ·(J.N.".N.-3+-~ --- X 

"g 32 LVq 

-vI(Ng+4)(Ng+3)(Ng+2)(Ng+l) .aNr/'N~+4+ -3~ (-_~lOq Y X 
q 

-vi (Ng-3 )(N,,-2)(Nq-1) Ng' aNg"~q-4 (16) 

Substituting (16) into (10) and (11), we obtain, for the intensity of 
the F -absorption band, 

S(I) = 41r2 (~l)lo(lJ) .](EejXIE") 12.1I [1-a(1::,xqr(21'1q+ 1) 
3 nc (N ,:IN l 

9 9 

__ 1_( 1::,lIJq)2(3Nq2-10Nq-4)].II~(6Xq)2(Ng+l)(1-_.I_· _.0.(0'1 x 
16 109 9 2 8 lIJq 

(Ng'=Nq+ll 

(10Ng-9»11_1_[ 1::,toq +a(1::,xg)2+~( 6 l0q Y(Nq-2)]CNq+l) x 
q 16 (Og 8 lIJg 

CNg'=Ng+2l 

(Ng+2) .n-9_a(1::,xg)2(Ng+3)(Ng+2)(Nq + l).II~( 6 l1Jq ) 4X 
g~ g~ ~ 

(Ng' = l\'g+3) (N/=Ng+4) 

(Ng +4)(lV,,+3}(Ng+2)(Ng +l) .II~ (6x gYNg(1- 6l1Jq (Ng-l»2 x 
9 2 4(og 

CNg'=Ng-ll 

n_1_. (.0..lIJ" _( 6l1Jq )2 -a(1::,xg)2)2N g{Ng-1) .JI~u. (6xgl( 1::,Wq )2 X 
9 16 Wg (Og g 32 (Og 

(Ng'.Ng-2) (Ng'=Ng-!l) 
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188 T. Mu:ro, 

1Vg(Nq-l)(Ng-2) .ll-'-· (6(JJq )4Nq(Ng_l)(Ng_2) (Nq-3), (17) 
q 322 Wq 

(Nq'=Nq-4) 

and, for the corresponding absorbed frequencies, 

hI) = (Ee, _Ee) + 2..J(.Nq+ l!2)~6Wq+ }J~w/ + 2j2fiw/ + 2j3nw/ + X]4nw/ 
q .'1 q q q 

(Nq'=Nq+l) (Nq'=Nq+~) (Nq'~·Nq+3) (Nq'=Np+4) 

- 2j"liw/ - }J2fiw/- }J3"1iw/ - }J4hco/, (18) 
q q q g 

(N/=Nq-l) (Nq'=Nq-2) (Nq'=Nq-3) (Nq'=Nq-4) 

ll1 which each product factors "in (17) are composed of each mode of vib
rations concerned with the specified transition processes denoted below the 
product notations, and the same is valid for the summations of (18) 

As seen in (17), the small quantities involving 1 /:::"Wq l/w'1 or /:::"X'1 appear 
always in the intensity formula of the light absorption accompanied by the 
emission or absorption of lattice quanta, on account of which the maximum 

intensity of F-absorption may de given by the electronic transition process 
without the change of lattice quanta. 

Thus, we have, for the maximum intensity and its correspontling fre-
quency, -S".(I)",) ool)".[u(I)",)1 (E"IXIE"') .1 2 • II [1-1.1( 6xqY(2Nq+l) 

q 

(19) 

and 

hl);" = (1;;-' _Ee) + 2j(Nq+l/2)1i6Wq. (20) 
q 

In the transition processes mentioned above, only the direct interaction 
of the incident radiation with the trapped electrons within F-center has 
been taken into consideration, the interaction of the radiation with the ions 
situated near the lattice point being neglected in view of a small order of 
magnitude compared with the former according to the large mass of ions. 
The strong coupling between the trapped electrons and the lattice vibra
tions, therefore, may be considered to be responsible for the excitation of 
the lattice vibrations through the electronic interaction with the incident 
radiation. 

For the band breadth, we have 

(21) 
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Tlteory of F-cmters of CololJ.y:ed Alkali Halule Crystals. 189 

in which the integrations are to be cartied out in accordance with the 
frequency condition (18), although it is too complicated to be proceeded 
analytically at present. 

§ 5. Comparison with Experiments. 

Since the energy surface near F-center of the excited states may be 
considered generally to become flatter in comparison with that of the ground 
state, the frequency change L:::,,(l)q dependent upon its curvature will be of 
negative sign (L:::"Wq<O) and further, it will actually vanish for the normal 
modes of vibrations with relatively long wave lengthes compared with the 
lattice constant, since they are less sensitive for the lattice distortion due 
to the F-'center. 

Now we shall consider the remarkable influence of temperatures upon 
the maximum intensity of F-absorption band and its corresponding frequency. 
As well-known in the theory of the specific heat of crystal ,(B) the average 

of the number of lattice quanta N g in thermal equilibrium are given by 
Planck's formula 

Nq= (exp(7i(ug! kT) -1 )-1, (22) 
(k=Boltzmann constant, T=al?solute temperature) 

which increases with temperature of the crystal. Taking into :lccount (19) 

and (22), the maximum intensity of F-absorption band may be shown to 

decrease with increasing temperatures, although the simple relation between 
.) ...... (JJm ) and T can not be derived yet on account of lacking of the accurate 
knowledge of L:::"Zq and L:::"Wq involved. Furthermore, it is to be expected 
theoretically from (20) that the frequency of maximum intensity displaces 
toward longer wave .length side with temperatures on account of L:::"Wq"::: O. 
For the two limittingcases of temperatures the simple relations may be 
derived as follows. 

T;;;- f} (Debye temperature), 

/zJJm =a-{1T, (23) 

(a=.8e, -.8.+ ~~~L:::"Wq, (1= 2J l.6.wqIIW q) 
2 'I 

T~f}, 

hJJm=a-nlJl.6.wql exp( -1iwqlkT). (24) 
q 

As seen in Fig. 2, the theoretical results mentioned above are actually 
In good agreements with the experimental observations of Pohl and his 
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cOWiorkers(9) According to (23) 
and (24), the frequen.cy shift to 
the red side behaves linearly with 
temperatures in the relatively high 
temperature range while it does 
rather slowly in the lower tem
perature range, which theoretical 
conclusions are clearly reproduced 
in the experimental results shown 
in 'Fig. 2, although the quanti
tative computations of the coeffic
ients a and fi are not yet feasible 
to be carried through at present. 
In this connection, it should be 
pointed out that the photon quanta 
corresponding to the maximum 

2.2 1.8 1.4 1.0 absorption of band is not to be 
hv(ev) 

Temperature Effect of identified with the eh::ctronic 
F-Absorption Band energy difference alone when the 

band shows a difinite temperature effect, although such identification has 
been erroneously assumed in the literature(lO) without careful consideration. 

The temperature-broadening of F -absorption band is easily understood, 
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Theory of F-cettters of Coloured Alkali Halide Crystals. 191 

though qualitatively, by the theoretical formula (17) and (18). Since the 
number of lattice quanta increases with temperatures according to (22), the 
intensity of the band corresponding to the transition processes <,ccompanied 
by the emission or absorption of lattice quanta will become gradually pre
dominant with temperatures as sho\vn by (17), which fact leads to the 
broadening of band with appreciable intensities in accordance with (18). 
Further, since the emission probabilities of lattice quanta are larger than 
the absorption oli.es (refer to (17», the asymmetrical intensity distribution 
of the broadened band is to be expected theoreticalI:r from (17) together 
with the contribution from the higher clcctJ:onic excitations, which fact will 
be clearly confirmed by the eXj)crimental observations. (Fig. 2) 

Finally it will be worth while discllssing theoretically whether the 1'
absorption band approaches a sharp line spectrum or not at 1"=0. Accord
ing to (17) and (18), the absorption of lattice quanta by the crystal are 
made possible even at T=O despite of the condition NiT=O)=O and 
then the absorption band may be considered to have the tail part to the 
violet side of JIm. having the asymmetrical band form of relativciy narrow 
breadth. 

It should be remarked that the effect of thermal expansion of the cry
stal 011 the absorption band has not been taken into account in the present 
computation. In reality we have to consider both effects due to the ther
mal expansion and the excitation of lattice vibrations in order to obtain a 
full knowledge of the phenomena concerned, the computation of the former 
shall be worked out in later occasion. 

The author is indebted to Special Research Committee of Theoretical 
I>hysics, National Research Council of Education Ministry for financial aid 
throughout the preparation of the work. 
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